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Four Dimensional (4-D) BioChemInfoPhysics Models of Cardiac
Cellular and Sub-Cellular Vibrations (Oscillations)
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Abstract: Problem statement: Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD) continued to be the leading cause of
death. Failure or abnormal cardiac cellular or sub-cellular vibrations (oscillations) could lead failure or
abnormal heart beats that could cause CVD. Understanding the mechanisms of the vibrations
(oscillations) could help to prevent or to treat the diseases. Scientists have studied the mechanisms for
more than 100 years. To our knowledge, the mechanisms are still unclear today. In this investigation,
based on published data or results, conservation laws of the momentum as well as the energy, in views of
biology, biochemistry, informatics and physics (BioChemInfoPhysics), we proposed our models of
cardiac cellular and sub-cellular vibrations (oscillations) of biological components, such as free ions in
Biological Fluids (BF), Biological Membranes (BM), Ca++H+ (Ca++ and Na+K+) ATPases, Na+Ca++
exchangers (NCX), Ca++ carriers and myosin heads. Approach: Our models were described with 4-D
(x, y, z, t or r, θ, z, t) momentum transfer equations in mathematical physics. Results: The momentum
transfer equations were solved with free and forced, damped, un-damped and over-damped, vibrations
(oscillations). The biological components could be modeled as resonators or vibrators (oscillators), such
as liquid plasmas, membranes, active springs, passive springs and active swings. Conclusion: We
systematically provided new insights of automation (ignition and maintain), transportation, propagation
and orientation of the cardiac cellular and sub-cellular vibrations (oscillations) and resonances, with our
BioChemInfoPhysics models of 4-D momentum transfer equations. Our modeling results implied: Autorhythmic cells (Sinoatrial Node Cells (SANC), Atrioventricular Node Cells (AVNC), Purkinje fibers),
non-Auto-rhythmic ventricular myocytes and their Sarcoplasmic Reticulums (SR) work as Biological
Liquid Plasma Resonators (BLPR). The resonators were biological clocks and mainly made of BF, BM
and BM Transporters (BMT) that had mutually adapted and produced Biological Liquid Plasma
Resonance Frequencies (BLPRF) for the resonators during their natural evolution. The resonators
naturally vibrate (oscillate) near the SANC SR BLPRF that had the highest BLPRF among them.
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In this investigation, based on published data or
results[2-18], conservation laws of the momentum as well
as the energy, in views of biology, biochemistry,
informatics and physics (BioChemInfoPhysics), we
proposed models of cardiac cellular and sub-cellular
vibrations (oscillations) of biological components, such
as free ions in Biological Fluids (BF), Biological
Membranes (BM), Ca++H+ (Ca++ and Na+K+)
ATPases, Na+Ca++ exchangers (NCX), Ca++ carriers
and myosin heads. Moreover, we discuss our models’
general applications and general meanings in biology.

INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD) continued to be
the leading cause of death, an estimated 80 millions
American adults (approximately 1 in 3) had one or
more types of CVD in 2005[1]. Failure or abnormal
cardiac cellular or sub-cellular vibrations (oscillations)
could lead failure or abnormal heart beats that could
cause CVD. Understanding the mechanisms of the
vibrations (oscillations) could help to prevent or to treat
the diseases. Scientists have studied the mechanisms for
more than 100 years[2,3] and proposed models for the
mechanisms. The models respectively involved
mathematics[4,5], biophysics[6,7], biochemistry[8-18]. But,
none involved the automation of the vibrations
(oscillations)[2]. To our knowledge, the mechanisms are
still unclear today.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model developments: Based on the published
experimental results[2-18], we approximately consider,
BF in SR, cells or extra-cells, as quasi liquid plasmas in
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physics,
the
plasmas
are
quasi
neutral
electromagnetically;
biological
or
biochemical
components such as free Ca++ in BF, SR SubMembrane (SRSM) or Cell Membrane (CM), Ca++H+
(Ca++ or Na+K+) ATPases, NCX, Ca++ carriers and
myosin heads, because disturbances, internal excitations
or external stimulations always exist, often are displaced
from their equilibrium positions or distances, the
redistribution of charges and masses will respectively set
up forces, tensions or pressures at the components. The
forces, the tensions or the pressures will restore the
components back to their original equilibrium positions
or distances and could initiate a vibration (oscillation),
even a resonance. Under some conditions, the vibration
(oscillation), even the resonance continues as long as an
internal excitation or an external stimulation is powerful
enough and retained.

Fig. 1: A unit volume of free ions vibrates (oscillates)
in BLPR. BLPR are SR or cells, the bounds are
BM, such as SRSM or CM in Fig. 1. The ions
are assumed to vibrate (oscillate) in z direction
to simplify the illustration
Besides:

Longitudinal vibrations (oscillations) of free ions in
BF: Based on published biological and biochemical
experimental results[2-3,9-10], the above analysis, the
liquid plasma physics[19], electrodynamics and
hydrodynamics, we propose our model of longitudinal
vibrations (oscillations) of free ions in BF, e.g., ions in
SR, Cellular Fluid (CF) or Extra Cellular Fluid (ECF)
and i.e., directions of the vibrations (oscillations) and
the waves propagations are parallel from each other.
Figure 1, we consider the SR and the cells as BLPR
with Ca++. The momentum transfer equation of the
model is:
d
(v i m i n i ) = −∇Pi − vi mi n ici + q i n i (E + v i XB) + Fv
dt

∇ • (v i m i n i ) = m i (g i n i −

∂n i
)
∂t

(2)

Where:
∇• = Means a 3-D spatial divergence, a mathematical
operator
gi = A hydrodynamic growth factor[20] of ions, or a
regeneration (recombination) factor of ions, e.g.,
a factor to evaluate Ca++ binding or leaving
troponins
For alternating currents or releases of natural biological
ions, we neglect the magnetic force and Column’s field
(Column’s law related)[21] to simplify our mathematic
process. Therefore, from Eq. 1, removing the last three
terms at the right side, applying divergence to both
sides, interchanging divergent and derivative operations
at the left side; using Eq. 2, considering actual liquid
with a compressibility[22], using the partial
differentiation of time to approximate the
differentiation of time and modifying a published
assumption[23], Pi = Vi2 mi n i (Vi is an averaged velocity
of the free ions), we obtain a correspondent
homogeneous wave equation:

(1)

Where:
vi, mi, ni, ci and qi = Respectively the velocity, the mass,
the particle concentration, the
effective
collision
frequency
(Ohm’s law related) and the electric
charge of the free ions
∇
= A 3-D spatial Nabla mathematic
operator
Pi
= Represents the pressure in the fluid
E and B
= Electric and magnetic fields
(including
interactions
or
couplings) respectively
X
= Means a mathematical cross product
Fv
= A sum of externally applied
hydrodynamic
volume
forces
(force/volume)
(including
interactions or couplings)

[

∂ 2n i
∂n
1
− (g i + ci ) i + ci g i n i ] 2 = ∇ 2 n i
∂t 2
∂t
Vi

(3)

where, ∇2 means a 3-D spatial Laplace mathematical
operator.
Transverse vibrations (oscillations) of BM: Based on
published biological and biochemical experimental
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results[2,3,12], the above analysis, the membrane
vibration theory[23], electrodynamics, we propose our
model of transverse vibrations (oscillations) of BM,
e.g., SRSM or CM and i.e., directions of the vibrations
(oscillations) and the waves propagations are
perpendicular from each other. Figure 2, we consider a
piece of membrane transversely vibrates (oscillates) on
the surfaces of SR or cells that are modeled as
rectangular BLPR and assume the membrane surfaces
are in x, y and z planes respectively; and vibrations
(oscillations) directions are mostly in x, y and z
directions respectively. The momentum transfer equation
of the model for a piece of membrane in z planes is:
∂ 2zm
∂z m
∂ 2zm ∂2zm
+
υ
−
T
(
+
)
mz
mz
∂t 2
∂t
∂x 2
∂y 2
∂z
= ρmc (E z + m ⊥ XBz ⊥ ) + Pmz
∂t

But, both Coulomb’s filed and Ohm’s field play
roles across the membranes. Pmz represents a sum of
externally applied mechanic or hydrodynamic pressures
(forces/area) (including interactions or couplings) in z
direction. We can respectively obtain the momentum
transfer equations for that on x and y planes by rotating
z, x and y in Eq. 4.
Ca++H+ ATPase vibrations (oscillations): We model
a section about the Ca++ binding sites and the (aspartic
acid) phosphorylation site of the ATPase as a spring,
with some charges, an effective mass and an effective
stiffness, based on the published biochemical
data[2,3,8,13-15], conservation laws of the (angular)
momentum as well as the energy, the vibration
theory[24] and electrodynamics. Figure 3 show our
model in BioChemInfoPhysics rather than presents a
structure model in molecular biology. The both
(angular) momentum and energy are conserved in each
procedure in the Fig. 3. Beside the states of open and
close for gates of ions transportations, we define a high
impedance state as that only ions with a high kinetic
energy can go through the gates, most thermal motion
ions can not pass the gates. We consider only working
Ca++H+ ATPases that are able to eject Ca++ into SR.
We assume, the spring model is across SRSM in z
planes and performs a 4-D (r, θ, z, t) vibrations
(oscillations) in a cylindrical coordinates system; z
direction vibration (oscillation) periodically and mostly
provide the power to eject Ca++ into SR; zs0 represents
an averaged relative equilibrium distance in z direction
between the Ca++(H+) binding sites and the
phosphorylation site; zs represents a displacement from
the averaged relative equilibrium distance; vibrations in
r and θ directions will periodically and mainly open,
close or set a high impedance to the three states of
gates. (a) Two Ca++ and one ATP are binding a
vibrating Ca++H+ ATPase when the Ca++ gate facing
the cellular is opened. The information of the binding
sites is stored as charges, transmitted with the
electromagnetic fields, recognized and responded by
Lorentz forces[25] in a range about from 0.3-3 nm. Some
binding energy is released during the bindings[3]. (b)
After the bindings, the ATPase’s conformation is
changed, the ATP binding site with the ATP moves,
from its equilibrium position, to a position that is
more proximate to the phosphorylation site and
orientates the site more in z direction. The spring
contracts more than the free state and so that more
potential energy is stored. The Ca++ gate facing the
cellular is closed. The ATPase is hydrolyzing and
breaking the bound ATP into ADP and P group,
because of the electric forces mostly in z direction.

ρmm

(4)

Where:
zm and zm⊥ = Respectively the transverse (in z direction)
and the horizontal (perpendicular to z
direction)
displacements
from
the
equilibrium positions
ρmm
= The membrane mass density (masses/area)
ρmc
= The
membrane
charge
density
(charges/area)
Tmz
= The
membrane
surface
tension
(forces/length) that relates to a membrane
vibration in z direction
υmz
= The membrane friction coefficient (in z
direction) of unit area
Ez
= The electric field in z direction
Bz⊥
= The magnetic field perpendicular to z
direction and they are processed in the
same way as or a similar way to, E and B
in Eq. 1

Fig. 2: A piece of membrane vibrates (oscillates) on
surfaces of BLPR. BLPR are SR or cells, the
surfaces are BM, such as SRSM or CM in Fig. 2.
Pz is a sum of pressures in z direction
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position. (e) After the Ca++ are ejected to SR and the
three H+ bind the sites, the Ca++ gate facing SR and
the H+ gate facing SR are closed. The spring contracts.
(f) The H+ gate facing the cellular is at a high
impedance state. The contracting potential energy is
converted to the kinetic energies of the H+ and the
spring and some others. If the kinetic energy of H+ is
greater than the bond energy, the H+ is being ejected to
the cellular. The Ca++ gate facing the cellular is opened
again to complete the cycle. If no H+ is transported, no
H+ activities are in procedures (e) and (f).
Based on the above analysis, we propose our
momentum transfer equation for the spring models
across SRSM in z planes:
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Where:
msz, υsz, ksz and qsl = Respectively the effective mass,
the effective viscous (friction
coefficient), the effective stiffness
and the lth electric charge of the
spring
zs and zs⊥
= Respectively the transverse (in z
direction) and the horizontal
(perpendicular to z direction)
displacements from the relative
equilibrium distances
Fsz
= The sum of externally applied
hydrodynamic or mechanic forces
(including
interactions
or
couplings) in z direction
Ez, Bz⊥ and X
= The same physics meanings and
are processed in the same way as
that in Eq. 4

zs

Cellular Fluid

d2zs
dz
dz
+ vsz s + k sz z s = ∑ q sl (E z + s ⊥ XBz ⊥ ) + Fsz
dt 2
dt
dt
l

moving direction:

Fig. 3: Our BioChemInfoPhysics (spring) model of a
working Ca++H+ ATPase shows a cycle of
Ca++/H+ transportations across SRSM. Three
states of the gates: O = Open; C = Close;
H = High impedance. Ez is an assumed electric
field across SRSM
(c) After the breaking, the released high hydrolyzed
energy (from 11-13 kcal mole−1, about 0.5 eV)[3] is
converted to the kinetic energies of the ADP and the P
group, the ADP and the P group move in opposite
directions. The ADP is released and the P group hits the
phosphorylation site first, then hits somewhere near to
the Ca++ binding sites and transfers its momentum and
kinetic energy to the Ca++ and the spring, more
potential energy is stored than the free state. (d) The
spring finishes the contraction. Then it is extending.
The Ca++ gate facing SR is at a high impedance state.
If the kinetic energy of the Ca++ is greater than the
bond energy, the Ca++ is being ejected to the SR. The P
group responds from the spring. The H+ gate facing SR
is opened and three H+ are going to bind the ATPase.
The ATP binding site returns to its equilibrium

From Eq. 5, we can obtain vibrating equations, in r
direction by changing z to r and in θ direction by
changing z to θ, m to I and cross multiplying r at the
right side of Eq. 5 to obtain torques (general forces),
where I means a moment of inertial (a general mass)
and we can also respectively obtain the momentum
transfer equations for that in x and y planes by rotating
z, x and y.
Na+K+ ATPase vibrations (oscillations): Because
biological and biochemical experimental data have
shown that[13,14,22-16], Na+K+ ATPase has a very similar
structure to that of Ca++H+ or Ca++ ATPase, our
model for the Na+K+ ATPase is, the same as (Eq. 5), in
physics and informatics, or similar to (Fig. 3), in
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biology and biochemistry, that for Ca++H+ ATPase. The
major difference is, a Na+K+ ATPase transports three
Na+ to the extra-cellular and two K+ to the cellular.

Ca++ carrier vibrations (oscillations): In the same
way (Eq. 5), in physics and informatics, as that of
proposing and developing the model for Ca++H+
ATPases vibrations (oscillations), we propose and
develop our model for a working Ca++ carrier
vibrations (oscillations), based on the published
experimental biological and biochemical data[3]. The
main differences from a Ca++H+ ATPases are (1) A
carrier transports the same ions across a membrane in
two opposite directions, the net transportation is
dependent on the ions concentrations and the
electromagnetic fields; (2) A carrier does not cost any
biological energy directly. The main source of driving
forces are the electric field and the thermal collision,
Fig. 5. Where, zs represents a displacement of the Ca++
binding site from the site’s equilibrium position.

NCX vibrations (oscillations): In the same way (Eq.
(5)), in physics and informatics, as that of proposing
and developing the model for Ca++H+ ATPases
vibrations (oscillations), we propose and develop our
model for a working NCX vibrations (oscillations),
based on the published experimental biological and
biochemical data[2,3,17]. The main differences from a
Ca++H+ ATPases are: (1) a NCX transports three Na+
to the cellular (or the extra-cellular) and one Ca++ to
the extra-cellular (or the cellular); (2) an exchanger
does not cost any biological energy directly. The main
source of driving forces are the electric field and the
thermal collision, Fig. 4. Where, zs represents a
displacement of the Ca++ binding site from the site’s
equilibrium position.

Myosin head vibrations (oscillations): In a similar way
(Eq. 5), in physics and informatics, to that of proposing
and developing the model for Ca++H+ ATPases
vibrations (oscillations), we propose and develop our
model of working myosin head vibrations, based on
the published biological and biochemical data[3].
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Fig. 5: Our BioChemInfoPhysics (spring) model of a
working Ca++ carrier shows a cycle of Ca++
transportation across CM. Three states of the
gates: O = open; C = close; H = high
impedance. Ez is an assumed electric field
across the membrane

Fig. 4: Our BioChemInfoPhysics (spring) model of a
working NCX shows a cycle of Na+/Ca++
transportations across CM. Only one Ca++
binding site is presented to illustrate the model
clearer. Three states of the gates: O = Open;
C = Close; H = High impedance
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Aixh, Bixh, Aiyh, Biyh, Aizh, Bizh, Aih, Bih and kixh, kiyh, kizh,
kih (the four are inversely proportional to the resonators’
sizes) are constants and they can be obtained with
boundary or initial conditions. Let:
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When ξih< 0 and αih > 0, Eq. 10 represents damped
natural vibrations (oscillations), the frequencies are
fin = β ih/2π. For the cardiac cells and their SR, Ca++
vibrate (oscillate) under the damped mode. For an
approximation of free friction and free regeneration,
ξih< 0 and αih = 0, Eq. 10 represents ideal undamped
natural vibrations, i.e., simple harmonic oscillations, the
frequencies are BLPRF and they are:

+
troponin:

Fig. 6: Our BioChemInfoPhysics (swing) model of a
working myosin head shows a cycle of myosinactin stroking. Ex is the Ohm’s electric field
The main differences from a Ca++H+ ATPases are: (1)
The vibration (oscillation) model is a swing rather than
a spring, torques and a moment of inertial play major
roles to stroke actins; (2) Ohm’s field plays roles in the
BF; (3) the P group is released first and the ADP is
released second Fig. 6.

f in0 =

Vi k ih
2π

(15)

We believe, for SANC, AVNC, Purkinje fibers and
their SR, Ca++ ions could naturally vibrate (oscillate)
near the un-damped mode under some conditions.
When ξih > 0, Eq. 10 represents over-damped motions.
When ξih= 0, Eq. 10 represents critical damping
motions.
When internal excitations or external stimulations
exist, forced vibrations (oscillations) occur. The
solutions of Eq. 1 should be mathematically the sum of
that for the homogeneous and that for the nonhomogeneous (the forced responses). A resonance
occurs when an internal excitation or an external
stimulation has a driving (forcing) frequency and a
correspondent phase near to the un-damped naturals[24].

RESULTS
For Eq. 1, 4 and 5, we assume, the vibrations
(oscillations) are spatially independent from each other
and temporally synchronous to obtain mathematical and
analytical solutions[24].
Solutions of longitudinal vibrations (oscillations) of
free ions in BF: For the homogeneous Eq. 3, free
vibrations (oscillations), using separation of variables
[23], we obtain solutions:
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Under resonance, a biological resonator can obtain the
optimum responding amplitude Vs energy cost: It can
get the maximum biological response amplitude with
the same excitation (stimulation) energy cost, or it can
get the same biological response amplitude with the
minimum excitation (stimulation) energy cost.

When ξmh> 0, Eq. 19 represents over-damped
motions. When ξmh= 0, Eq. 19 represents critical
damping motions. We can respectively obtain solutions
for that in x and y planes by rotating z, x and y in Eq. 1624. Analysis for the forced vibrations (oscillations) is
the same as or similar to that for the ions in BF.

Solutions of transverse vibrations (oscillations) of
BM: For the free (natural) mechanical vibrations
(oscillations) without any internal excitation and
external stimulation, Eq. 4 reduces to a homogeneous
wave equation after let the terms at right side of the
equation be 0. Assume ρmm is a constant and use
separation of variables[23], we obtain solutions of the
homogeneous equation:

Solutions of vibrations (oscillations) for Ca++H+
ATPase, Na+K+ ATPase, NCX, Ca++ carrier:
Equation 5 reduces to a free (natural or homogeneous)
mechanical vibration equation, after let terms at right
side of the Eq. 5 be 0. For the free vibrations
(oscillations), we obtain the solution:

z mh (x, y, t) = X mh (x)Ymh (y)Tmh (t)

(16)

α szh = −

X mh (x) = A mxh exp(ik mxh x) + Bmxh exp(−ik mxh x)

(17)

zsh (t) = A szh exp[(α szh + βszh )t] + Bszh exp[(αszh − βszh )t]

βszh =

υsz
2msz

υsz 2 − 4msz k sz
2msz

(25)
(26)

(27)

Ymh (y) = A myh exp(ik myh y) + Bmyh exp(−ik myh y)

(18)

Tmh (t) = A mh exp[(α mh + βmh )t] + Bmh exp[(α mh − βmh )t]

(19)

Aszh and Bszh are constants and can be determined
by the initial conditions. Let:

k 2mh = k 2mxh + k 2myh

(20)

ξszh = υsz 2 − 4m sz k sz

α mh = −

βmh =

υm
2ρmm

1
υ
T
( m ) 2 − 4k 2mh mz ⊥
2 ρmm
ρmm

When ξszh< 0 and αszh > 0, Eq. 25 represents damped
natural vibrations, the frequencies are fszn = βszh/2π. For
cardiac cells and their SR, the components vibrate
(oscillate) under the damped mode. For a free friction
approximation, ξszh< 0 and αszh = 0, Eq. 25 represents
ideal un-damped natural vibrations, i.e., simple
harmonic oscillations, the frequencies are:

(21)

(22)

Amxh, Bmxh, Amyh, Bmyh, Amh, Bmh, kmxh, kmyh and kmh
are constants, they can be obtained with boundary or
initial conditions. Let:
ξ mh = (

υm 2
2 Tmz ⊥
) − 4k mh
ρmm
ρmm

f szn0 =

(23)

k mh
2π

Tm
ρmm

1 k sz
2π msz

(29)

We believe, for SANC, AVNC, Purkinje fibers and
their SR, the components could naturally vibrate
(oscillate) near the un-damped mode under some
conditions. When ξszh>0, Eq. 25 represents overdamped motions. When ξszh= 0, Eq. 25 represents
critical damping motions.
From Eq. 25-29, we can obtain vibrations
(oscillations) solutions, in r direction by changing z to r
and in θ direction by changing z to θ, m to I; and we
can also respectively obtain solutions for that in x and y
planes by rotating z, x and y. Analysis for the forced
vibrations (oscillations) is the same as or similar to that
for the ions in BF.

When ξmh < 0 and αmh > 0, Eq. 19 represents
damped natural vibrations (oscillations), the frequencies
are fmn = β mh/2π. For cardiac cells, SRSM and CM
vibrate (oscillate) under the damped mode. For a free
friction approximation, ξmh < 0 and αmh = 0, Eq. 19
represents ideal un-damped natural vibrations, i.e.,
simple harmonic oscillations, the frequencies are:
f mn 0 =

(28)

(24)
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Solutions of myosin head vibrations (oscillations):
For the free (natural) vibrations (oscillations), they are
the same as or similar to solutions of free Ca++H+
ATPase vibrations (oscillations), but the solutions are
over-damped motions in the real world. Analysis for the
forced vibrations (oscillations) is the same as or similar
to that for the ions in BF.
DISCUSSION
We believe the principles of our models are
suitable to describe how biological components or units
vibrate (oscillate), wave or move, such as, the skeleton
muscle contraction, the Ca++ oscillation in neurons[18],
the flagellated sperm swimming and the Nematodes
crawling[3]. Our previous research demonstrated that the
electromagnetic force could act on the cellular
membrane during amitosis and mitosis[26]. The force
could produce transverse membrane waves based on
our model Eq. 4; our modeling results qualitatively fit a
published experimental observation of oscillation
waves on the cell membrane[12].

•

CONCLUSION
We systematically provide new insights of
automation (ignition and maintain), transportation,
propagation and orientation of the cardiac cellular and
sub-cellular vibrations (oscillations) and resonances,
with our BioChemInfoPhysics models of momentum
transfer equations.
Our modeling results imply:
•

•

•

Auto-rhythmic cells (Sinoatrial Node Cells
(SANC), Atrioventricular Node Cells (AVNC),
Purkinje fibers), non-Auto-rhythmic ventricular
myocytes and their Sarcoplasmic Reticulums (SR)
work as Biological Liquid Plasma Resonators
(BLPR). The resonators are biological clocks and
mainly made of BF, BM and BM Transporters
(BMT) that had mutually adapted and produced
Biological Liquid Plasma Resonance Frequencies
(BLPRF) for the resonators during their natural
evolution. The resonators naturally vibrate
(oscillate) near the SANC SR BLPRF that have the
highest BLPRF among them. Without external
stimulations, the auto-rhythmic cells and their SR
can respectively vibrate (oscillate) near their
BLPRF, to obtain the optimum responding
amplitudes vs. internal excitation intensities: they
can get the maximum biological responding
amplitudes with the same excitations intensities, or
they can get the same biological responding

•

amplitudes with the minimum excitations
intensities, near their BLPRF; they are frequencies
selectors and select their BLPRF from disturbances
frequencies to initiate the resonance. 3-D spatial
vibrations (oscillations) on or across multiple BM
of BLPR are temporally synchronized by the
interactions (couplings) to complete cycles of the
resonance of the whole resonators. Equation 1 and
4 should be considered together to obtain the actual
solutions. The transverse and longitudinal
vibrations (oscillations) of the membranes naturally
follow that of the plasmas (free ions in BF).
Vibrations (oscillations) of the biological fluids or
the membranes periodically alternate the
membrane structures that could correlate why or
how ions channels (releasers) frequently open and
close
The electromagnetic force and the momentum of
Ca++ in ventricular myocytes also contribute to the
myosin-actin motion. Some Ca++ are bound, some
Ca++ are flowing, some Ca++ are hitting and the
all Ca++ are pushing. One Ca++ pushing force is
roughly equal to qEx, where q is an effective
pushing charge of the bound Ca++ and Ex is the
electric field built by the flowing Ca++, Fig. 6
Usually, for alternating natural biological ions
motions, the resistance coupling plays roles across
the both fluids and membranes, the capacitance
coupling plays roles only across the membranes
and the inductance coupling may be ignored
The three kinds of vibrations (oscillations): The
electromagnetic, the hydrodynamic and the
mechanical, can interact from each other and could
be simultaneous even synchronous in a biological
system.
It is because (a) SANC SR sizes are smaller for
babies than for adults, or (b) ratios of tension over
mass density of cardiac SANC SRSM are higher
for babies than for adults, that heart rates are higher
for babies than for adults[11]. Eq. 13 and 15 or 22
and 24
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